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T hings are definitely on the up, we had our first face-to-face meeting for a while 

last month, and Shannons Wheels Car Show actually happened last Sunday. 

Although the weather held off, I was unprepared and got a touch of the sun (but 

thanks to few leaves of our aloe vera plant at home which helped the sunburn).  All 

though our clubs’ numbers of cars and various types was seriously down this year, 

the overall day had a great turnout. 

Big thanks to Laurie for organising the Display Day, and well done to Kerry & Ewan, 

and the helpers who helped on the day.  The racing theme looked great. Those that 

where at the day had the wonderful pleasure of seeing in beautiful condition Dave 

and Matthew Burns restoration of their lovely little MGB Roadster brought up from 

Tathra for the day. 

Some of you were disappointed that the various judging of your vehicles was not 

able to take place! While this is unfortunate.  The fact was that despite Ewan’s best 

endeavours, he was not able to marshal enough judges for the day, no judges no 

judging. 

Your committee will review how we might be able to encourage members to be pre-

pared to volunteer to be a judge.  On the day, I received a number of good sugges-

tions form members on how we may be able to overcome the current impasse on 

finding judges for events.  If you have any thoughts, please send in for considera-

tion by the committee. 

 

 

Your Safety Fast 

 

 

Rob (Chilly         ) Chilman  

President Rob’s Rant 
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F orging on into the year, club activities are occurring, freedoms are being restored and time is 

getting short to winter befalling us. 

With renewed vigour in getting our cars out to frolic and play comes more opportunity to write up 

a little something for the magazine for the rest of your club-mates to read and enjoy. 

Sure, you’ve mentioned to a few folks the problems your having with your beasty, and how you 

overcame the situation, but I am sure there are a lot of folks out there who have had similar      

situations or problems and not had the where-with-all to overcome it. 

A few words and a couple of pics is all it takes, and you could save someone A lot of angst and 

time. 

Even those little things that you might think are simple and everyone would know about it… -

probably not so.  Every ones mind works differently and what might seem like a simple solution to 

you because of your life experiences and expertise, may be a difficult conundrum to someone 

else who has a diametrically different set of experiences and expertise.  And vice versa. 

In this issue there are a number of articles on some recent events, some upcoming events and 

things to ponder. 

Keep an eye out for the Natmeet bulletin no.5, and if you are considering going let me know. 

Also Kent’s sporting report is full of information past, present and future.  If you are  interested in 

motorsport take the time and give Kent a call, i am sure he will be able to answer all your ques-

tions and point you on the right path, whether you just want to spectate, help out at motorsport 

events or participate as a competitor.  Believe it or not, Kent doesn’t mind having a chat. 

With winter fast approaching, get your suggestions to the social coordinator.  Even if your sug-

gestion is for an extra curricular activity outside the normal monthly runs or midweek meanders, 

send it to peter, having too much to choose from is much better than not enough! 

Finally, check out the article on the Great Ocean Road tour in the planning for next year. 

 

As always, an suggestions, idea’s or concerns please do not hesitate to contact me at edi-

tor@mgcccanberra.org.au 

 

Mark Horsfield 

Editorial 
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Torque 

Natmeet 2023 

Tim Edmonds, President of the MG Car Club 

of SA Inc, has advised that the SA club will 

conduct the 2023 National Meeting. 

Preparations are underway and initially we 

are planning to hold the sprint and mo-

torkhana at The Bend. 

Other events, observation run etc, will be in 

the vicinity of the Adelaide Hills. 

The party night and presentation dinner will 

be held in and around the Glenelg area. 

Lock in April 7 - 11, 2023 for the          Ade-

laide Event 

 

 February 2022 general meeting 

The February 2022 general club meeting was 

the first time we have been able to hold a 

meeting for many many months. 

Club president Rob Chillman took the           

opportunity , along with 

other committee       

members, to cast on the 

table what the commit-

tee would like to achieve 

in the     coming months, 

both for the club as a 

whole and in their        

individual spheres of    

responsibility. 

A lot of discussion occurred and quite a few 

club members addressed the floor, which is 

quite a change.  Sandra and Bryan Tuckey, 

with assistance from many others, treated us 

to a lovely supper on conclusion of the official 

proceedings. 

  

March 2022 club general meeting 

Scheduled for Thursday 10th of march, will 

see this months guest speaker, Mike Stearn, 

give us an interesting look into trials and      

tribulations of the rebuild of his red MGBGT - 

‘George’! 

 

MGB 60th revs up 

Tickets on sale now 

Plans for the MGB’s 60th 

birthday    celebrations at 

the british motor       muse-

um are advancing steadily. 

Notable cars are being lined up to tell the 

MGB story through to the present day,         

including some racing MGB’s, and specialists 

are starting to sign up for the trade village. 

“there will be arena entertainment throughout 

the day, with a commentator and live music, 

and we’re hoping to beat the attendance of 

3000 MGB’s that we achieved for the 50th an-

niversary,” says dix. 

MG Car Club Canbe rra on the We b  

 Website :  (http://mgcccanberra.org.au) 

View our website for information on upcoming events, past events and Gallery's 

 Face book Social Page :  (https://www.facebook.com/groups/MGCCCSocial) See what 

other club members are doing, interesting articles from around the web, or, just catching up or 

chatting. 

Please send contribution for the March 2022 issue of Tappet Chatter to the                                      

Editor by Friday 25 February 2022 
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The date of the combined mgoc - mgcc event 

is sunday 25 september, and advance tickets 

are on sale now! 

The first 400 applicants will have a personal-

ised MGB60 rally plate and a reserved parking 

place in front of the museum. More details can 

be found at www.MGB60.com. 

 

Expressions of interest for                     great 

ocean road tour 

Expressions of interest are 

sought from members to 

ascertain the viability of   

organising a tour of 

(primarily) the great ocean 

road, possibly  including 

some of the Victorian wine 

country, some of the Mur-

ray region etc. 

The tour is expected to be in the February / 

March period of 2023 and is envisaged to run 

for approx. 10 or 11 days. 

 

The route and overnight stops have been     

determined with some interesting side-journeys 

along the way.  Such as the No.22 eatery in 

the World just 40 minutes outside Lorne,       

Victoria. 

Tall timbers and California redwoods, not to 

mention a tree-top walk and zip-line, if that 

takes your fancy. 

More plans are being developed every week. 

Just so you know, the longest drive is on day 

one and they reduce from there so the further 

we go the more relaxing it will become. 

If you wish to express interest please send an 

email to 

Editor@mgcccanberra.org.au 
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WHEELS that go around come around…                       

that’s RACING!  

by Kerry McDonald & Ewan Ward 

‘Wheels 2022’ and forecast bad weather...what possibly could go wrong?!   As it turned out, it 

was a clear day for all of the car club participants and for the public who came out to see the 

range of beautifully prepared, vintage, veteran, classic and modern vehicles from the local ACT 

clubs and surrounds.   The Canberra Antique and Classic Motor Club, together with Shannons 

and the Queanbeyan Palerang Regional Council can hold their heads up high for arranging an-

other great occasion for the local community....a showcase event! 

As in past years, our MG Car Club Canberra participated as it’s one of the most important auto 

events on our calendar.    With a ‘Racing’ display theme this year, we headlined on the grid 

with Ian Reid and John Harriott’s red Mk111 racing Sprite, and Geoff Piddington’s 1948 TC 

Special. 

 

While additional race cars and specials within the club were on call, unfortunately forecast bad 

weather and other conditions reduced the field.    The club though as a whole had on display a 

total of 16 MGs, ranging from Ewan Ward’s 1950 black Y-Tourer through to Audrey McGrail-

Bateup’s red MG3.    It was especially great to see Dave & Matt Burn’s 1967 MGB on display 

after seven years of restoration, painted in its original and very unusual Malmo Green colour.  

This was its first official outing since restoration and like other cars in our display, a real crowd 

pleaser.  Dave came all the way up from Bega and Matt over from Adelaide especially for the 

event. 
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During set-up for the display, our club president, Rob ‘Chilly’ Chilman got the helpers going with 

a round of coffees.   Much appreciated there Chilly....”Was that one or two flat whites? 

Unfortunately, the forecast of bad weather for the weekend, coupled with the ability of the club 

to raise sufficient volunteer judges for the Concours Category in particular, led the club to post-

pone the Concours, Pride of Ownership and People’s Choice Award judging until another occa-

sion, possibly Terribly British Day later in the year.   Volunteering as a judge requires every 

member of our club to uphold the goodwill shown by these volunteers, together with ac-

ceptance of the award process, both aspects for further discussion by our club’s committee this 

year.  

While we didn’t win the award for the best 

car club display like we had done in  2020, 

our congratulations go this year to the Mer-

cedes Club ACT, which with a combined 

effort from some of the other Mercedes  

clubs in NSW, placed on display a vehicle 

from every year between 1951 and 2001 

(bar two years).  

‘Wheels’ is indeed a special event in our re-

gion for all the clubs that participate, draw-

ing substantial crowds.    While about 600 

vehicles participated this year, we anticipate 
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 that it will return with even greater numbers next year.  In the mean time, let’s keep our own 

wheels turning!  

Finally, special thanks go to all the helpers who assisted on the day, together with the owners 

of the MGs (and racing Sprite!) who placed their cars on display.  More photos can be seen at 

the following link: https://mgcccanberra.org.au/?page_id=3986. 
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2022 MG National Meeting 
“MGs by the Lake” 

Bulletin 5 (Final) - March 2022 
 

 

THANK YOU to the over 260 people who have already registered, and to those who will register 

in the final weeks before ENTRIES CLOSE on Wednesday 23
rd

 March.  This final bulletin pro-

vides some important additional information and reminders to help you prepare. 

Registration Arrangements on Friday 15
th

 April 

Registration will be at Club Macquarie, 458 Lake Road, Argenton, between 11am and 4pm. 

There will be MG Car Club flags near the entry to help guide you in. Look for the maroon and yel-

low “Club Macquarie” signs, and don’t turn into the Waratah Golf Club next door by mistake!  

Lake Road is the major arterial route (B53) between Newcastle and western Lake Macquarie. 

Driving from Newcastle, Club Macquarie will be on your right. There is a short turning lane, but if 

it’s full continue 400m to the roundabout, go around it and return so the club is on your left. 

There 

is ample parking down the left side of the club, with plenty of space for trailers. 

Everyone will need to sign in at the main club entrance before proceeding into the auditorium for 

registration. All entered cars will need to be presented for eligibility checking and basic safety 

scrutineering once registration paperwork has been completed. Also, don’t forget bring your pho-

to competition entries to hand in at registration. 

If you are running late and are unable to get to Club Macquarie before registration closes at 4pm, 

please ring Bruce Fraser on 0417 48 480 as early as possible so that appropriate arrangements 

can be made. 

Regalia 

Pre-ordered regalia will be available for collection at Registration from the Regalia table. 

Limited quantities of caps, bucket hats, lapel/cap pins and stubby holders will also be available 

for sale at Registration. 

Single Event Licence for Touring Assembly 

Competitors who have entered the Touring Assembly (Observation Run) as a driver but do not 

hold a suitable current Motorsport Australia licence will be able to purchase a Single Event Speed 

Licence at Registration for that event. The cost will be $35. Note that this licence is not valid for 

the motorkhana or hillclimb, for which a full MSA Speed licence is required. 
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 Theme Night 

Our Theme Night will be transporting us “Back to the Sixties” as we celebrate the 60th anniver-

sary of the launch of the MGB. We are looking forward to this fun night of celebration, and we en-

courage you all to come suitably dressed for the occasion. 

Motorkhana Tests 

As mentioned in the Supplementary Regulations, the tests for the motorkhana will be:  

                     Atom            Bandit         Spiro Slalom 

 

Hillclimb Private Practice 

A number of people have enquired about the possibility of private practice at Ringwood before 

the start of the National Meeting. Private practice will be available to limited numbers of drivers 

on Thursday 14
th
 April between midday and 3pm, at a cost of $30.  

If you are interested in participating, please contact Lyall Clarke on 0481 359 759 to register your 

interest and obtain further details.   

Contacts for more Information: 

Website - natmeet2022.mgcarclub.com.au 

Registration enquiries – Raechel Fraser (0401 624 819) – registrar.mgnatmeet2022@gmail.com 

Chair - Bruce Fraser (0417 481 480) – chair.mgnatmeet2022@gmail.com  

Secretary - Fran Hodgson (0414 449 252) – mgnatmeet2022@gmail.com 
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Configuration management is a process for establishing and maintaining consistency of a 

product's performance, functional and physical attributes throughout its life. In simpler terms it 

means ensuring that when a component breaks at the last event, the bit that you replace it with 

should perform the same fit and function at the next event. Easy! 

Likewise preventative maintenance is another key factor 

in ensuring you cross the finishing line and during a       

couple of days preparation for Feb 21 GEAR Ian and I    

noticed some cracks in the sub frame of the red Sprite. 

Easily fixed. We extracted the engine/gearbox and        

enlisted the support of my-son-in-law, Sean Carling to 

weld repair the cracks and install some extra bracing. Job 

done. Bracing design was courtesy of CAD (Cardboard 

Aided Design). We then inspected the clutch assembly 

and identified some cracks in the flywheel and the        

pressure plate. Once again, easily replaced and an       

excuse to fit a new lighted flywheel. 

All back together, we were ready to GEAR but Covid     

restrictions meant the car sent most of 2021 in the garage 

with an occasional start up to remind the neighbours that 

despite turning 82, Ian is still into motorsport. 

The first opportunity to run at an event was Dec GEAR and full of enthusiasm, Ian wheel spun out 

of the track entry lane for practise only to be skull dragged onto the recovery truck after a lap. 

Back in the pit garage John identified the problem as insufficient master cylinder actuating rod 

clearance. Easy! Ian goes out for the first heat and returns to the pits because the car is sluggish. 

John identifies that the brakes are still locking on and bleads the brakes to release the pressure 

and re-set the clearances. He   

subsequently departed the dummy 

grid for his first heat and returned to 

the pits with a burnt out clutch after 

lap two. What’s going on? We put 

the car on the trailer and adjoined 

to the Christmas function for a light 

beer and a sandwich. 

Returning to Ian’s shed we put the 

car away and contemplated the 

problem; brakes locking on causing 

the clutch plate to burn out.  

Righto, a New Year project to     

replace the clutch and all should be 

good, eh! A new clutch was plate 

THE SAGA OF A SIMPLE CLUTCH REPLACEMENT AND 

REALISATION OF THE IMPORTANCE OF PROPER 

CONFIGURATION AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

By John Harriott 
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fitted with particular attention to ensure the   

appropriate face was towards the flywheel. A 

new master cylinder kit was also installed. A 

flexible clutch fluid line, enables us to bleed the 

system during installation. So far so good.  

Unfortunately, not so. Upon start up, we could-

n’t engage any gears. The clutch appeared to 

work and we could start the car in gear with the 

clutch engaged but couldn’t change or engage 

gears with the engine running.  

Resorting to basics and supported by some 

emails from Colin Dodds and the Mini Cooper 

experience of Clive Carling, we tackled the   

issue on a Monday afternoon determined to 

solve the problem; defined as: 

• Excessive throw of the clutch slave       

cylinder actuating rod (20mm instead of 

6mm) 

• Lack of clearance between the master 

cylinder piston and the actuating rod/

clutch pedal (no clearance instead of 

1/32” or 0.79mm) 

Thinking through the problem our aim was to 

reduce the length of the actuating rod in order 

to decrease the throw of the clutch pedal and 

establish the correct clearances.  

The original clutch burn out at Wakefield Park 

in Dec 21 was caused by the brakes locking on 

so perhaps there was a common issue across 

both the brake and clutch pistons due to 

longer/incorrect actuating rods.  

By removing the actuating rods, we soon       

established that they were longer than the    

other pair we had amongst Ian’s spares. 

The problem master cylinder actuating rods 

were are 3
3/16” 

and the originals are 2
5/8”

. In      

re-fitting the shorter rods I noticed that all the 

components went together without any issue 

and the anticipated tolerances were as per the 

manual. 

Following adjustment of the actuating rod 

length and the stop bolt to achieve the desired 

clearances we jacked up the right rear wheel to 

test the system. Turning the wheel in second 

gear with the clutch depressed achieved the 

desired result. Eureka! 

A short burn out in my drive way ensured that 

we could change between 1
st
 and 2

nd 
gear. 

Prior to running at GEAR Feb 2022, we will 

confirm our success by bleeding the brakes 

and going for a drive in Ian’s longer driveway 

with a possible U turn in the quiet cul-de-sac 

(where burnouts are part of the local culture!), 

then conduct a nut and bolt audit. 

The initial brake lock up was caused by the 

over length actuating rods which extended to 

the clutch issue. 

This has been a great lesson in the importance 

of configuration and repair parts inventory 

management and another opportunity for us to 

apply some systems engineering principles to 

improve our maintenance procedures and 

practises. The photo illustrates three very hap-

py blokes,  keen to get back to GEAR. 
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Shannons Wheels annual vehicle display 
judged a roaring success                          

despite forecast bad weather 
By Graham Gittins 

A round 600 veteran, vintage, classic and 

historic vehicles braved what appeared to 

be a bleak rainy Sunday day on the          

Queanbeyan Showground for the 40
th
 annual 

Council of ACT Motor Clubs’ charity day. 

While the number of vehicles was well under 

the anticipated number of vehicles on display, 

the bad weather forecast did not eventuate, 

and a great day was had by all who took the 

chance and arrived at the showground         

entrance door from 8.3am. 

Three trophies were on offer the best club     

display awarded to the Mercedes Benz club, 

the mayor’s choice- a lime green Holden and 

the car of the show awarded to a Testla electric 

vehicle.  

Newly elected Queanbeyan and Palerang    

Regional Council Mayor, Kenrick Winchester 

and his wife Kathy, arrived at the showground 

in a 1929 Hudson Super six driven by owner 

Bob Garrett.  

The Mayor and Kathy were charged with      

selecting the car they most would like to take 

home. The pair took obvious delight in the 

challenge and had great difficulty in making 

their mind up which of the vehicles they would 

finally choose.  

They enjoyed the  event  so much that they in-

dicated that they would be like to be involved at 

the 2023 event.  

Also on display were 12 micro cars varying 

from a what is believed to be the smallest car 

in the world a single seater to the BMW Isetta, 

which the mayors wive rode in back the council 

chambers after the event while the mayor    

travelled back to the council chambers in an 

Austin Healey sports car.   

Three Austin 7 vehicles were on display in      

celebration of the centenary of the marque. 

With plenty of food and drink outlets available, 

there was no excuse to go either hungry or 

thirst during the day.  

Two charities benefited from the day          

Technology for Ageing and Disabled 

(TADACT) and the Stroke Foundation, at the 

time of writing, no exact amount of money 

raised is known. 

The Shannons Wheels display was organised 

by the Canberra Antique and Classic Motor 

Club for the Council of ACT Motor Clubs.  
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Special Offer to  

MG Car Club Members 

 

 
 

A Premium Clean and Service of 

your reverse cycle                         

Air Conditioning system-            

Usually $159.00 

 

For MG Club Members $109.00 

 

Call Joe McGrail-Bateup (1966 MGB) 

0488 929 920 
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Stonehouse restaurant Amaroo 

I  decided not to meet at Scrivner Dam as I live on the north side so met the ladies at the res-

taurant. The drive along Horse Park Drive was never ending. Of course I went one turn off to 

many but a quick U turn and was back on track. 

The weather was threatening but held off until we left. 

The restaurant was modern Australian. The staff were lovely pleasant and attentive. I would rec-

ommend this restaurant. 

A new menu had started the day before and was tasty. My dish had a lot of prawns with a sauce 

that was to die for. 

There was a small intimate group but that did not mean that the noise was any less. More than 

one conversation going on at a time. We see delighted to see Denise Sargent. 

Would love to see you at the next Ladies Lunch on the 4th June, location not yet decided. 

The Autumn Ladies Lunch 

By Sandra Tuckey 
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MG Car Club Sydney 

Opposite Lock 

(Current Issue) 

 

MG Car Club Tasmania 

MG Motoring News 

(Current issue and past issue archive) 

 

MG Car Club Newcastle 

Clubtorque 

(Current issue and past issue archive) 

 

MG Car Club Hunter Region 

On the Marque 

(Current issue and past issue archive) 

 

MG Car Club Gold Coast 

The Time Machine 

(Current issue and past issue archive) 

 

MG Car Club Western Australia 

The Octagon 

(Current issue and past issue archive) 

 

MG Car Club South Australia 

MG Motoring 

(Current issue and past issue archive) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Aukland MG Car Club - March / April 

 

 

 

Other Club Magazines  
can be found by clicking the following links 

and images 

March 2022 

MGCC T Register Newsletter 
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Snippets from the Past 

Wire Wheel Grease Loss and Knocking 
By Bob Schapel 

 

F rom the club archives:   Tappet Chatter 030 dated Jan/Feb 1982.  Here is another long for-

gotten tip from Bob Schapel, addressing the Rudge Whitworth centre locking wire wheel 

bearing grease loss and 'knocking', it does raise a question - is anyone acquainted with Bob 

Schapel?  

I have taken the opportunity to add a 2022 update with photo's. 

The Rudge Whitworth centre locking wire wheels have their problems.  No doubt, you have seen 

wire wheels with black grease running out from the hub along the spokes and heard the hub 

splines knocking as power or brakes are applied.  You may also have spent a frustrating time re-

moving a wheel that has rusted onto its hub. 

 All the above problems can be prevented cheaply and easily. 

 Grease Loss 

 Sylastic applied to the spoke ends within the outer wheel centre, will cure the movement of 

grease through the spokes and seal the hub from water entry and future spline rust. 

Hub/Wheel Centre Locating Spline Knocking 

After cleaning and lubricating (Moly Grease) the 

hub and wheel splines,  apply Loctite *620 to the 

unpainted conical faces of inner hub and the in-

board wheel centre.  Do not apply Loctite *620 to 

the outer wheel spinner nut locating tapers, the 

spinner nut shoulders, threads or the hub/wheel 

centre locating splines.  Assemble, taking care that 

no lubricant comes in contact with the Loctite *620 

and secure,  allowing sufficient time for the Loctite 

*620 to cure (80min) before use.  Loctite *620 as 

applied, is not a permanent adhesive and will sepa-

rate easily for wheel removal.   

Unless the hub splines are worn beyond the point 

of no return, the hub knocking should be cured.  

Bob Schapel  

*Original (1982) Loctite 601. 

  

A 2022 addition to the above. 

The original spinner (wheel locating nut) copper 

hammer weighed 1.5lb.  Its replacement with a composite (Dead Blow) 2lb/1kg hammer will 

greatly extend the life of the spinner nut chrome plating without compromising wheel security. 

The early wheel bearing grease was of a heavy fibre specification, easily contained by the leather 
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 wheel bearing seals of the day.  The modern wheel bearing grease is generally of a lighter con-

sistency while providing a high melting point.  Unfortunately, the period leather seals have difficul-

ty containing modern high melting point wheel bearing grease of which Castrol 3371034 HTB 

wheel bearing grease is representative and this grease type is not ideal for use with a leather 

seal.   Penrite NLGI No2 (Blue) HT wheel bearing grease has a 'waxier' consistency that is more 

readily contained by the period leather seal and is a suitable alternative to the early original wheel 

bearing grease specification. 

In many instances, the front splined hub has a threaded hole giving access to the wheel bearing 

retaining nut split pin.  Often the screw that blanks this hole is missing leading to grease 

loss.  Apart from replacing the missing screw, the hole can be sealed with a rubber grommet or 

Silastic. 

Wire wheel front hubs, though covered by the 'spinner' are open to the ingress of 'crud' and in 

consequence a reduction of bearing life.  Closing the open hub with an 'off the shelf' plastic cap 

from a domestic pressure pack (selection by trial and error) will resolve this problem.  Once se-

lected, ensure the cap has a 0.80mm hole for air expansion.  

Rear wheels can leak oil from the hub drive shaft (half shaft) splines which should be assembled 

with Loctite.  In some instances, it is possible to seal the oil leak using a welch plug.  For the TC, 

because it has a grease nipple (for rear wheel bearing lubrication) a welch plug is not an option, 

unless a sealed bearing is fitted - this makes the grease nipple redundant. 
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Want to service your MG? 
Got a rattle that is hard to find? 

 

O ur Club has a well-equipped under-cover service centre with four post hoist, 
engine hoist and all the basic big-tools to enable you to do repairs, service 

and/or clean your car in a secure area, 24/7. 

 
Simply contact Club members Nigel French on 6163 5551 or 0413 646321, or Lau-
rie Gardiner (Club equipment custodian) on 62934191 or 0418488931 to arrange a 
time to do the work or just to have a look.  

 
 
 
The workshop is located at: 
Budget Storage,  
25 Yallourn St  
Fyshwick. 
 
Map 
 
 
 

 

The Service Centre and use of Club tools is free to Club members. 
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Club Calendar 
 

CLUB EVENTS 

Click here for Club Calendar 
 

Every Tuesday at 10:00am there is a morning tea at the Train station in Weston Park.  Turn up 

and buy your tea or coffee there 

Every Tuesday at 12:30pm there is a lunch time natter at the second picnic area on the right in 

Weston park.  Just turn up but bring your lunch, and converse with 

other automotive enthusiasts. 

Every Sunday from 9:00am there is a club breakfast at the café at the National Museum of        

Australia.  Just turn up no bookings required .  Experience indicates 

being there right on 9:00am as the café fills up very quickly.  Free 

parking 

 

April 

Wednesday 2nd  -  Mid Week Meander  -  Fish and Chips at Yacht Club 

Sunday 10th  -  Monthly Run  -    Cooma Car Museum 

15th - 19th  -  Natmeet 2022 in Lake Macquarie  

      NatMeet | Mgcarclubnatmeet (wixsite.com)  

 

May 

Wednesday 2nd  -  Mid Week Meander  -   

Sunday 15th  -  Monthly Run  -  Goulburn Belmore Park Picnic 

 

June 

Wednesday 1st   -  Mid Week Meander  -  Cotter Dam Picnic Ground 

Saturday 4th  -  Ladies Lunch - Mark those calendars Ladies!!! 

Sunday 12th  -  Googong Dam BBQ Picnic Ground  

Sunday 19th  -  Possibly the Battle of Waterloo 

 

 

 

 

More details can be found on the Calendar on the club website 

Click here 

https://mgcccanberra.org.au/test/?page_id=134 
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Club Calendar 
 

FORECAST 

 

Click here for Club Calendar 

 
Mid Week Meanders to be held on First Wednesday of each month 

Monthly Runs are organised so as not to clash with other club events.  Refer to the club         

calendar for dates. 

Other Potential Runs 

 

Orroral Valley Picnic Area 

Big Hole via Braidwood 

Goulburn Brewery when it reopens 

Terry Pulford Garage Run, once safe 

 

 

Weekend Away Ideas 

 

AWA Brigadoon and Bowral Weekend? 

Mudgee/Gulgong? 

 

The above proposals will be planned unless members email the Social Coordinator with 

other appealing suggestions 

social@mgcccanberra.org.au  

 

 

 

OTHER EVENTS 

 

 

 

Note: “CLUB EVENT” signifies that an MG club representative will be in attend-
ance, regardless of who is organizing. Such events meet the requirements for 
concessional registration. 

 

Events listed in “OTHER EVENTS” or in the Sporting Report also meet the re-
quirements for CRS participation although a formal MG club representative may 
not be attending. 
 

More details can be found on the Calendar on the club website 

Click here 
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Video’s 

Watch the above video to see some quite unique and unu-

sual automotive design features during the 50’s 

Is the MGA a Romantics car? 
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G iven our brake and clutch issues experienced at the Dec 21 GEAR event, Ian Reid and I 

were keen to get back into the spirit of GEAR at the 9 Feb 22 meeting. Having replaced the 

clutch and some other bits during the Christmas break the car was ready to go despite some lin-

gering       issues engaging 1
st
 and reverse gears (who needs 1

st
 and reverse?). Departing Ian’s 

at 0545 we ploughed through the pre-dawn fog at the airport to arrive just after 0700 and in time 

to secure the last two pit garages for the red Sprite and whoever was the next MGCC Canberra 

member to arrive.    

14 cars in Amaroo group for fast sports cars lining up on the start grid 

 

That member was Peter Gentry, arriving with his mechanic/barrister who promptly set up a coffee 

machine in the pit garage. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter Gentry pushing Tigger to the limit across the top of the circuit. 

Golden Era of Auto Racing Club Inc                         
9 Feb 2022 

by John Harriott 
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 A field of almost 90 cars in 7 Groups (each named after an Australian race circuit) ranged from 

pre-1960s open wheel racing cars and Australian specials to 1960s sports cars and 1970s tin 

tops. Another regular MGCC Canberra member entered was Robin McIver in his MGBGT. 

Robin McIver taking a short cut across the ripple strip in turn 3. 

 

MGCC Canberra visitors included Malcolm Robertson (on the flags), Michael O’Brien, Kerry 

McDonald, Trevor Clement and Terry Griffiths. 

 

Ian Reid and Mick O’Brien discussing the merits of owning a Triumph Mayflower... 
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A ‘Big Day Out’ for MGCC members with Big Healeys and a very stylise MGBGT parked in 

the serenity of the grass car park. 

 

The red Sprite performed well up to expectation in practice and the first two heats but                

unfortunately, a cooked coil put an end to the day for Ian and I but Peter and Robin circulated 

throughout the afternoon with big smiles and decreasing lap times. A replacement coil fitted on 

the subsequent Monday afternoon ensured the appropriate noise upon start up. 

GEAR Club is managed specifically to provide members with the opportunity to enjoy their old 

racing and sports cars in a safe, affordable and social motorsport environment. Safety and well 

being of fellow participants and preservation of their vehicles is predominant.  

GEAR is not licenced to conduct race meetings so rules and supplementary regulations are in 

place to ensure that whilst the cars proceed around the track really, really fast, at competitive 

speeds, there is strict compliance with the GEAR Code of Conduct. For instance passing under 

brakes on the inside entry to a corner is not permitted.  

Drivers are categorised based on previous lap times and there is a group for newcomers. A $150 

entry will entitle a driver to practice, plus 3 events each of approximately 23kms. Prizes are      

restricted to a chocolate Freddo Frog and most finishers are winners.   

If MGCC of Canberra members are not interested in competing but would like to be part of the 

‘Castrol R atmosphere’ then spectator entry is free with the opportunity to wander through the 

garages or volunteers to assist with the conduct of the meeting are most welcome. 
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MGA/B HS6 SU CARBURETTOR CONVERSION 

BY GEOFF PIDDINGTON 

 

W hen researching this conversion, I was frustrated by the 

lack of detail available that         included suitable needle 

and dashpot spring specifications.  Now that the information is 

known, its publication, should be picked up by a wide audience. 

I first came across this conversion in a long out of print Haynes 

publication of 1966 - B.M.C. 'B' Series (engine) Tuning & Modifica-

tion by J.D. Hansen.  I guess the MGA/B carburettor conversion is 

not really new, but some of the active club members may find the following information useful. 

As an after thought, you will note that I have mentioned Flynn's motor wrecking establishment at 

Cooma.  This is a 'secret secret men's business' establishment that caters for those who are 

searching for a rare period part, are prepared to bring their own tools and get their hands 

dirty.  MGCCC should consider Flynn's for a serious outing. 

 

MGA/B HS6 SU Carburettor Conversion 

There are still some of us who want to give their MGA/B a performance edge over the standard 

MGA/B and after a port & polish of the head, the MOSS HS6 1 3/4" SU carburettor conversion 

(Moss Pt# MGS 10761) is often considered, however the cost at $US 2,199.00 is prohibitive. 

An alternative, is a visit to the wreckers (Flynn's at Cooma) or ebay and source (prices vary) two 

HS6 1 3/4" SU carburettors.  Amongst others, the Austin 1800 has them (single carburettor) and 

if you are fortunate, you may find a rare Austin 1800 twin carburettor model which will save you 

the cost ($AU 346) of a Burlen AUE 1013 MGA/B HS6 SU conversion inlet manifold.   If you fac-

tor in two HS6 carburettor repair kits, replacement SY needles, blue dashpot springs and the Bur-

len MGA/B HS6 conversion inlet manifold (the Austin 1800 has as standard a 0.100" jet which is 

retained) cost wise you are way ahead. 

 

Couple of points: 

The Burlen AUE 1013 conversion inlet manifold appears to only cater for the common 4 stud HS6 

SU carburettor type. 

MOSS are guarded in the specifications of the needle type used in the MGS 10761 HS6 conver-

sion, referring to it as a 'standard needle'.   If you buy the MOSS conversion, you will find the 

HS6's are fitted with 0.100" jets, blue dashpot springs and SY needles, which is fine with the 

standard UK specification MGA/B camshaft.  

If you had the good fortune to find an Austin 1800 HS6 twin carburettor set up, beware, the Aus-
tin 1800 camshaft profile differs from the standard UK specification MGA/B camshaft, as do the 
carburettor needles and dashpot springs which must be replaced to match the MGA/B standard 
UK specification camshaft. 

Should you care to view a running example, look no further than my car. 
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W ell, the first motorkhana (of 4) for 2022 is 

done and dusted.  There was good    

turnout with 31 competitors including three     

juniors.  It is always pleasing to see the juniors 

trying their hand at vehicle manoeuvring and   

doing a great job with elapsed times for each 

pattern dropping as they became more confident. 

As usual six patterns were chosen by Club Chief (Clerk of Course) Chris Hillman to test even the 

most experienced.  And that includes at least one Australian Champion although on this occasion 

Reece McIntosh (BMW E46 M3) was beaten by Bernie Smith-Roberts in his Ford Focus.         

Unfortunately, Reece had a problem with the wheel studs on his car and was not able to sort the 

problem quickly so had to run on his “street” tyres. 

 

 

 

SPORTING REPORT 
                                       March 2022 

By Kent Brown 

Motorsport Coordinator 
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 Three MGCCC members drove MGs with Audrey McGrail-Bateup in her MG3, Andrew Hutt, MGB 

V8 and yours truly in Delilah the MGB GT V8.   

 

   

 

Audrey McGrail-Bateup – MG3  Andrew Hutt – MGB V8 Roadster 

 

But there were other Associate Members participating and somewhere close by is a spreadsheet 

showing our club entries and results.  Congratulations to all! 

 

 

 

Kent Brown – MGB GT V8 (Delilah) 

 

 

 

 

 

The event was very well supported by club members who acted as officials on the day and that 

makes the job of running the motorkhana so much easier.  The weather treated us to fine condi-

tions which was rather unexpected, but certainly appreciated, given the forecast which was fore-

boding with many millimetres of rain anticipated.  

And thanks to Scott Watson for the photographs.  Scott works with Malcolm Robertson usually 

taking the photos for Malcolm’s articles that regularly appear in magazines like MG Enthusiast. 

Historic Motor Racing          

 

As you are reading Tappet Chatter this month the Phillip Island Classic, the 33
rd

 to be held, will 

be underway with private practice on Thursday (MGCCC Monthly Meeting evening) followed by 3 

days of racing over Friday to Sunday.  The entry list looks strong with many interesting cars to be 

seen on track and display.  The Group S (Production Sports Cars) grid in which Brian Weston 
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(Midget #75) and I in the MGB #51 are competing looks extremely strong with 58 cars on the grid 

for practice/qualifying.  We will certainly have to keep an eye in our rear view mirrors 

Poster – Phillip Island Classic 2022 

 

The weather forecast looks promising with day temperatures in the mid-20’s and only a 30% 

chance of around 1mm of precipitation on Sunday. 

After a 17-minute practice/qualifying session, which should see around 7 laps completed if we 

are lucky and there are no red flags, the races start on Friday afternoon with a short, I suspect 

hectic 4-lap sprint.  From there on the races get longer culminationg in a 12-lap feature race on 

Sunday.  That’s around 50km so and quite a test for classic cars that have been worked hard al-

ready on the weekend.  Overall, I calculated we should have around 150 racing kilometers for the 

whole Classic if you manage to finish Sunday’s race. 

A full report, with photos hopefully, will appear in the April 2022 Sporting Report. 

 

  SDMA Hillclimb 

 

The Southern District Motorsports Association (SDMA) Canberra Hillclimb is located within the 

Fairbairn Park Motorsport complex.  Access is off Sutton Road, which runs off Pialligo Avenue 

between Queanbeyan and the Canberra Airport.  

The approximately one-kilometre-long asphalt track is a Q shape that loops back to allow hill-

climbs to be run over one or two laps. The circuit was purpose-built in the 1970's, and thanks to 

the dedication and hard work of club members, is regarded as one of the best hillclimb venues in 

NSW/ACT. 

Drivers enjoy a personal race against the clock and also compete against other drivers in cars of 

similar performance who are also eager to get around the Hill in the fastest time!  The ultimate 

achievement at each event is to establish the Fastest Time of the Day ‘FTD’.   
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An MGB ready for the SDMA Hillclimb 

 

The track is a high-quality bitumen surface (Bathurst mix). At the Start Line there is a short length 

concrete pad where the drivers can spin the driving wheels in order to clean off dust and gravel 

and put some heat into the tyres.  The cars breaks a light beam at the Start and Finish lines in 

order to start and stop the digital timing equipment.   

Cars are timed to the nearest one-hundredth of a second (0.01sec), which may seem like a tiny 

amount, but is one which often decides a class win.  The challenge of Hillclimb racing lies in each 

driver's battle against the clock as they attempt to cover the course in the shortest possible time. 

Similar cars may compete against each other, with entries divided into Types and Classes.   

The next event is scheduled for 3 April and will be a Club one-lap hillclimb.  Entry to watch is 

FREE! 

 

   Golden Era of Auto Racing (GEAR) 

 

The last GEAR meeting was held on Wednesday, 9 February 2022.  I understand that all our club 

members who took their cars up to Wakefield Park had a great time as usual.   

Ian Reid      John Harriot 
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To further improve the car’s performance Robin McIver has ordered some “trick” parts from Moss 

in the UK; items like longer front suspension A arms were ordered over 6 months ago but have 

still not arrived!  Unfortunately, I couldn’t participate because I had the engine and gearbox out of 

my car in order to replace the overdrive unit in preparation for the Phillip Island Classic. The fail-

ure of the thrust washer in the rear of the Laycock de Normanville, LH model (blue label) over-

drive, which is fitted to a Mk11, 4-synchro gearbox, is a whole other story! Just out interest the 

overdrive used on our MGs was invented by a Briton, Edgar de Normanville.  

Peter Gentry      Robin McIver 

 

Thanks to Malcolm Robertson, Flag Marshall Extraordinaire, for the photos. 

 

Oran Park – Some History  

 

I am sure some of you will remember the Oran Park racing circuit near Cobbitty and Narellan to 

the southwest of Sydney.  Now an extensive suburb development, Oran Park Town retains some 

memories of the classic old circuit including a commemorative park located at the same place as 

the old Grandstand on the hill. The streets in the suburb are all named after classic racers that 
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 succeeded at the racetrack over the years, while the main thoroughfare named ‘The Straight’ 

runs along exactly the same alignment as the circuit’s start-finish straight.   

60 years ago, on 17 February 1962, Oran Park Raceway was established by the Singer Car 

Club, with its opening meeting held on the weekend of 17–18 February.  The history of Oran Park 

“The Quickest way round is on the Bitumen” written by Neville Byer, p22 says “After a preliminary 

trial, the Inaugural Closed Meeting was held on Sunday 18 February 1962.  The circuit was offi-

cially opened by a ribbon cutting ceremony, and the 1960 Gold Star Champion, Alec Mildren, per-

formed the honours.  Then a lap of honour was run in a 

Singer Roadster as a symbolic gesture denoting the origins 

of the club.  The 2/- (20c) programme contained a message 

from the Club President, Marcel Jarvin….”  

 

 

The first Oran Park programme 

 

 

The original lap distance of 1.0 miles (1.6 km) was later ex-

tended to 1.21 miles (1.9 km) with a further extension in 

1974 creating an alternative “Grand Prix” circuit of 1.63 miles 

(2.62 km) in length. The Grand Prix circuit featured a figure-

eight shape with a bridge where the track crossed over itself. 

Despite the loop the racing direction was still regarded as 

being anticlockwise.  

 

 

 

Original track layout               Oran Park GP Circuit map 

 

The land on which the racetrack was located was sold to the Government of NSW for the new 

housing development. This led to the eventual closure of the track and ended 48 years of motor-

sport heritage at the facility. The last motorcycle race meeting, the BelRay 6 Hour, was held on 

the 21/22 November 2009. The final race meeting was scheduled for 23–24 January 2010 but 

was cancelled due to a lack of entries. This meant that the Independent Race Series event on 16 

January 2010 was in fact the last race meeting to be held at the circuit. The circuit continued to 
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run open track days, where the public could drive road cars and motorbikes around the full circuit.  

The last ever day before the track closed for good was Monday 25 January 2010. 

My last race on the GP circuit was on the 24/25 July 2009 with late Charles Jardine and Festival 

of Sporting Cars (FoSC) Team.  I also put down my PB on the Sunday of that with a 1:26.0899.  

Quite respectable for an MGB and it will now stand forever! 

My MGB at Oran Park in 1997.                                                                                                 

This photo was taken by and published in the Australian Classic Car Magazine.                         

Ah, times past!! 

  

Until the April Sporting Report, please drive safely. 

When you get out this time please don’t break the door!!! 
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MG CENTRE OF SYDNEY 
 

 

 

RV8 CARS AUSTRALIA P/L 
 

 

MG RV8 SERVICE & PARTS 

 

 

ALL YOUR MG PARTS & SERVICE NEEDS 

IN ONE EASY TO FIND LOCATION 

 

Ring Stuart or Sally Ratcliff MG Car Club NSW Life Member 

 

26/20 Tucks Road, Seven Hills, Sydney 

PH (02) 9838 9732 

Service 

Tuning 

Clutch 

Suspension 

Cooling 

Engine &Gearbox 

Parts 

Interior 

Body 

Mechanical 

Accessories 

Anything MG 
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DON’T KNOCK WIRE WHEELS  

 by Bob Schapel  

The original article - submitted by Geoff Piddington with permission from Bob Schapel) 

 

T here are a couple of common problems associated with wire wheels; The KNOCK noise 

which comes with worn splines, and the GREASE oozing along the spokes from the hub.  

The first problem is best fixed by fitting new hubs and wheel centres, however, it is worth-while 

trying an easy “trick” first, if you want to save that expense.  It worked very well on my Mk 2 Jagu-

ar, my wife’s MGA and my road TC. 

To cure the knock under acceleration and braking, remove the wheel and clean the back taper on 

hub and wheel centre with turps and/or paint thinner.  Leave the splines and knock-off threads/

tapers well-greased.  Once the back taper surface is THOROUGHLY CLEAN and DRY, apply 

Loctite 680 ONLY to that dry taper surface (marked “Loctite” in the photo) and its mating surface 

on the wheel centre.  Refit the wheel carefully, so no grease contaminates the Loctite.  Tighten 

the knock-off TIGHTLY.  During tightening, rear wheels should be turned backwards against the 

splines, so that under acceleration there is positive (metal to metal) drive and it is only “overrun” 

which relies on the Loctite.  Don’t be feint-hearted while knocking spinners on tightly.  I know that 

some modern re-pro spinners/knock-offs are so soft that they distort with every blow from a cop-

per hammer.  However, good old originals should take the punishment in their stride!  Let the 

Loctite set for a few hours before driving the car.  There is no problem with future wheel removal.  

A gentle kick to the tyre is rarely necessary to break the wheel free, because Loctite is not glue 

but an “anti-shear” substance. 

The common black, greasy ooze along the spokes (as in the other photo) can be eliminated by 

sealing the spoke ends inside the wheel centre.  With the wheel off the car, thoroughly clean in-

side the wheel centre, where the spoke heads locate.  Once the area is CLEAN AND DRY, apply 

silicon sealant (neutral cure) so the spoke heads are sealed to the wheel centre. Push the silicon 

in with a finger, and put a thin smear over that whole area.  Allow the sealant to set, re-grease the 

splines, and refit the wheel.  The sealant should prevent grease from seeping out along the 

spokes. 

(Updated from Bob’s articles in late 1970s and 1980s) 

 

 

Incidentally, Bob gets a special mention 
in Mike Sherrill's latest book              
‘TCs Forever-More' 
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Car club opens motoring museum 
By Graham Gittins 

 
 

T he member elect for the NSW state Government seat of Monaro, Nicole Overall, chose to 

make her first public appearance at the Cooma Car Clubs opening of it Motor Museum.  

Ms Overall spoke glowing of the club’s achievement, from its formation 22 years ago to becoming 

a community force in the Cooma Monaro region.  

The club’s opening of the museum has been three years in the making and now features a back 

wall of a replica garage of the 1920s and the front of the wall has been turned into American 

style  diner    selling milk shakes and hot dogs, both ends of the exhibition hall are striking, the 

diner in bright red stripped  booth seat covers and the garage complete with old style petrol    

bowsers . 

Approximately 140 people attended the opening 

including the newly elected Cooma Mayor 

Narelle?? who also spoke glowingly of the clubs’ 

achievements 

The official dinner was held in the exhibition hall 

with the round dinner tables surrounded by a   

selection of club members cars which will be   

rotated to refresh the display.  

The museum will be open to the public on     

Tuesdays a small fee will assist in the upkeep of 

the display.  
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The following from bob moore is a salient perspective on the “mg opportunist” article that 

bears consideration.  This article highlights that the same topic can be viewed from a relative-

ly similar standpoint (both authors are mg enthusiasts), but their experiences have taken 

them down divergent paths to arrive at somewhat differing conclusions… but the same!  I can 

confirm that both authors have conversed regarding this topic and each agree both opinions 

are equally rational.  -Ed 

 

I  would like to respond to Maurie Prior’s article in the February edition of “Tappet Chatter.” 

I have not met Maurie, so unfortunately i can’t put a face to the name.  I suspect I am familiar with 

some of Maurie’s work: a fleeting understanding of some of the cars he has restored, and the         

occasional advertisement of parts on the website “British classic car buy swap sell.”  The parts are, 

quite simply, lovely stuff.  A tribute to Maurie as their restorer. 

The broad theme of Maurie’s article is that people who modify MGB’s are “opportunists”, not 

“enthusiasts”, and that enthusiasts are - or should be - committed to maintaining (or restoring) MB’s 

in the form in which they left the factory, i.e. 40-60 years ago.   I would like to challenge this           

perspective.  I believe that Maurie is part of that special sub-species of enthusiasts called “purists”, 

and that other forms of MGB enthusiast should not be disqualified from appropriate modifications to 

their cars, unless they wish to participate in that highest form of purist enterprise, the concours     

d’elegance. 

I own a ‘72 MGBGT, and i have modified it.  There! 

 

Is there a difference between “opportunist” and “enthusiast”? 

Maurie characterises people like me as opportunists rather than enthusiasts.  I have committed a 

number of sins described by Maurie in his article: i have fitted Mazda seats, and changed electrical 

components.  And a whole lot more!  But i would argue that most of these changes are “legitimate” 

modifications, because they respect the heritage of MGB’s. 

I have absolutely no disagreement with Maurie’s position on MGB “lack of historical correctness and 

a departure from originality”, if those owner/s are committed to concours d’elegance.  I am vaguely 

familiar with the , MGCCC’s rules for concours d’elegance competition, and they seem very            

reasonable if originality is what you value most.   

However, i would like to argue that an “enthusiast” (as distinct from “opportunist”) can still modify an 

MGB while respecting its heritage.  Such an enthusiast is obviously disqualified from concours      

d’elegance but, in a few emerging situations, would still qualify for “pride of ownership”                 

competitions.  Of course, there are some enthusiasts who do not care for either form of competition, 

and who are simply happy to drive a car they have enhanced for their own purposes, but still within 

the limits of respecting its heritage.  So, how can we characterise what might (still) be acceptable 

within these limits? 

I also accept some of the characteristics of what Maurie describes as “opportunists”: people who per-

form quickie makeovers and treat MGB ownership as a money-making fad.  Fortunately –    unlike 

Maurie - i have rarely come into contact with such people. 

RESPONSE TO THE OPINION PIECE ON THE               
MG OPPORTUNIST (FEBRUARY 2022) 

BY BOB MOORE 
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 what constitute modifications that respect the heritage of MGB’s? 

The following will be contentious, but someone has to stick their head above the trenches.  It might as 

well be me! 

I have suggested a number of themes for acceptability, which i would argue respect the heritage of 

MGB’s: 

• Can you see the modification (if not, does it matter?) 

• What if you can see the modification/s? 

• Is the modification “period” (or period-correct)? 

• Does the modification make a sensible improvement, even if it’s not period? 

• What’s under the bonnet? 

These themes, and the discussion within, are not exhaustive.  People are welcome to argue against, 

add, modify, and offer all manner of comment. 

  

Can you see the modification? 

First of all, i would argue that if your modification is invisible, you are not disrespecting the                

heritage.  Maurie’s example of Nissan gearboxes is a good example.  If you can’t see the modification 

when you’re standing beside the car, where is the disrespect?   

The ultimate example of this is the le90 model of MGB, created by frontline developments in the UK to 

celebrate the 90
th
 anniversary of mg.  Apart from lacking front bumper over-riders, having certain body 

seams smoothed out from ‘60s-‘70s technology, and Dunlop-replica alloy wheels, the le90 appears     

virtually identical with a ‘60s MGBGT.  Certainly the le90 has a range of other improvements which you 

can see if you look under the bonnet, in the interior or under the car, but that’s another part of my story.  

One of the many benefits frontline offer – if you can’t cope with the Aud 100-200k sticker price for an 

le90 – is the ability to buy individual specialised components, many of which found their way into the 

le90.  Such components include a significantly revised front suspension with tubular dampers, and a    

5-link rear suspension, also with tubular dampers, which bolts into the original leaf spring mounts.  If 

you’re standing beside the car, you will be completely unaware of these modifications.  Where is the 

disrespect? 

A similar argument applies to electrical-assisted power steering, hidden away under the dashboard. 

  

What if you can see the modification/s? 

This depends how readily you can see the modification.  In this respect, some modifications (e.g. 

Seats, instruments, etc.,) are more readily apparent in a roadster than in a GT.  You can “get away 

with” tombstone seats in a gt far more readily than you can in a roadster, because they are not               

Immediately obvious.  

Of course, it’s a different story when (if) you raise the bonnet; please read on! 

 

Is the modification “period”? 

By “period” i mean modifications (and equipment) that were available in the period during which MGB’s 

were being manufactured.  MGB’s were around from 1962-1980, so anything pre-1980 would qualify as 

period.  
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 For example, people have been fitting driving lights to MGB’s ever since they started running into 

kangaroos.  So what sort of lights qualify as “period”?  Obviously lucas slr 700, sft 700, and their 

576-size little brothers are ok; just look at photos of the front of works rally MGB’s from the Monte 

Carlo rallies of the ‘60s – they used all of them!  Ditto the sft 576 as a reversing light. 

Unfortunately Lucas driving lights function more as an attractant to kangaroos rather than protec-

tion from them, so some alternative period brands offer more assistance: Cibie oscar (all models 

of MGB) and super oscar (for ‘70s-on models), and their Marchal counterparts, come to 

mind.  On the other hand, full-led driving lights - such as from super cheap - might also be        

effective, but they are obviously not “period”.  So, beyond the pale. 

I hesitate to get into bodywork, because it can become a nightmare of opinion.  However,         

Sebring-oriented panels, particularly front and rear valences, are certainly “period” (yes! From the 

‘60s!) And do not disrespect the heritage.  Removal of bumper bars would also be acceptable. 

There are many other period accessories, many of which are advertised in the catalogues of 

Moss-Europe, mg owners club, Rimmer brothers, etc.  Just ask someone who was around “from 

back then” before pressing the “buy” button. 

 

 Does the modification make a sensible improvement, even if it’s not period? 

In Maurie’s list of “molestations”, he has targeted “electrical components”.  Some of us are        

familiar with the appellation of “prince of darkness”.  We have changed electrical components 

specifically to avoid the prince’s attention, and to avoid having to buy the special smoke to put 

back into the wiring harness. 

Some MGB’s were created before relays seem to have been invented, although mg certainly got 

on the relay bandwagon in its later (post-’75) years.  A consequence of the pre-relay era is that 

far too many electrical components carry far too much current, leading to premature wear of    

contact surfaces, pitting, and various other maladies.  Reliability is sacrificed! 

MGB’s also were created in a pre-fuse era: the first versions had a whole 2 fuses to “protect” the 

entire car, the next versions had 4 fuses, then 5, and slowly the number climbed.  This is a recipe 

for needing to buy replacement smoke to put back into the wiring harness. 

Lastly, MGB’s are completely dependent on bullet connectors which become tarnished, corroded, 

and suffer fatigue stresses in the cables entering the bullets.  The bullet sockets/housings also 

suffer tarnishing, corrosion, and fatigue in the casing leading to poor/intermittent                        

connection.  Sure, you can buy a new wiring harness to overcome the bullet connector problem 

(if you check every connection), but the new wiring harness will still only have 2/4/5 fuses, and 

will still pump excess current through most switch contacts.  Starting with the ignition switch …. 

Alternatively, you can rewire the car in the ‘80s idiom, with comprehensive relays, modern blade 

fuses, narva semi-sealed connectors, etc.  Your car will start on time, every time.  Simples!  It’s 

also far less likely to “fail to proceed.” 

Gauges: does anybody not have a speedo that has at least a 5 mph flicker at 50 mph, and a 

tacho with a 300 rpm flicker at 3,000 rpm?  Hint: try VDO gauges – they look period, and they 

don’t flicker.  Maurie has also criticised “glaringly incorrect interior fittings.”  On the subject of 

gauges, painting the chrome rims black (like a works racing MGB) eliminates the glare in bright 

sunlight. 

Maurie also criticised the use of Mazda (mx5) seats as not being truly representative of their par-

ticular model era.  Quite simply, if you’re going to be rear-ended in traffic (hello, Tuggeranong 
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parkway!) Would you prefer to be in a genuine MGB seat without headrests (i.e. Pre-1971), or in 

a tombstone seat such as an mx5?  Alternatively, if you “leave the road” travelling forwards, and 

plant your MGB into a stout gumtree, would you prefer to be in a genuine MGB seat with a lock in 

only one of the seat-runners, or would you like to have a lock in both runners? 

  

Ok, what’s under the bonnet? 

Carburettors: sus obviously are ok, but what about the mighty side-draft weber 45dcoe?  They’ve 

been used in “improved” MGB’s since the factory started publishing ways of making MGB’s go 

faster in the ‘60s.  Arguably they count as a period modification.  Alloy tappet covers are another 

example of a period modification; because they help restrain the great British oil leak. 

In a different vein, most euro-spec (yes, Australia, this means us) MGB’s have a single circuit 

brake master cylinder.  So, one out, all out!  Only the us-spec cars and the ’78-onwards cars had 

dual-circuit.  Which would you prefer, next time you’re driving down the Clyde mountain?  Or, in 

Maurie’s world, driving from Dorrigo down to Bellingen. 

  

So, where does that leave us? 

As i said at the outset, i have absolutely no disagreement on Maurie’s position on “lack of histori-

cal correctness and a departure from originality” if the owner is committed to concours d’elegance 

competition.  Or, for that matter, if the owner’s preference is simply for originality. 

However, i don’t think such owners have a mortgage on the title “enthusiast”.  I would argue there 

are other people who are entitled to the “enthusiast” title even though they have modified their 

MGB’s.  Provided they have respected the heritage. 

 

 post script 

After i drafted this article, i sent a copy to Maurie, because it seemed the proper thing to do. 

I received a prompt and courteous reply from Maurie, and it immediately became apparent that 

we share a lot of our philosophy on MGB’s.  However Maurie explained that: 

“…i feel you may have missed the principal point of my article, which is not targeting mg           

enthusiasts per se. My aim was to highlight the preponderance of non-enthusiast carpetbaggers, 

who are increasingly buying and selling mg’s for profitably.  These people are not keeping the 

cars - the cars are becoming a commodity for scoundrels to deceive the unwary.” 

In retrospect, i did gloss over this aspect.  But i was spoiling for a philosophical fight on technical 

grounds!  Or a technical fight on philosophical grounds ….. 

Maurie also reminded me of part of his final paragraph, which stated: 

“originality can be very subjective, and even if one simply restores for hobby or pleasure, one can 

avoid contributing to the outlandish practices of the Facebook crowd, by sticking to originality as 

much as possible, without the need for being over-the-top obsessive.” 

As i said above, Maurie and i share a lot of our philosophy on MGB’s.  But what of other people’s 

views?  Have your say!  Turn tappet chatter into a bubbling, techno-philosophical cauldron! 
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Battery Versus Hydrogen 

Technologies for Motor Vehicles 
SENT IN BY GEOFF NIKOLLS 

EXTRACT FROM THE JAGUAR DRIVERS’ CLUB OF CANBERRA MAGAZINE ‘THE CATS WHISKERS.                              

AUTHORED BY TONY DANARO 

 

J ust recently I was at a gathering of technical boffins and was mystified that current         

contemporary hydrogen cars were not under- stood. Such  cars  are made  by well  known 

companies such as BMW, Toyota and Hyundai and are, and have been, on sale around the 

world for some time but mostly concentrated in Europe and California.  Obviously, the interest 

at the  moment  is  quite high  because  of  the raised coverage in the press due to  COP26 

and climate change, and also to some extent Twiggy Forrest. Driving back from  gathering,  

Brian Johnston  and I were talking about this topic and he suggest an article for the       

magazine.  I suggested multiple articles, as the subject is so wide  and varied.  Hence, I will do  

an  overview  of  Battery  versus  Hydrogen technologies and is covering  history of 

Hydrogen Fuel Cells that can power electric cars.  I will subsequently refer to these as HEV’s, 

although technically referred to as FCEV’s. 

Contemporary Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV’s) 

Battery electric cars have been around since the dawn of motoring. In the year 1900 more 

than 50% of the vehicles on the road were bat- tery (lead acid) electric. The advantage was 

that they were easy to build with the technology of the time, easy to start and easy to operate 

but you could not drive any significant distance nor interstate and had to stay within the local 

area. Henry Ford’s wife, Clara, drove an electric car till she died in 1947. With  the advent of 

a refined Internal Combustion Engine (ICE) and portable energy in the form of gasoline, the 

range limitations of the electric vehicle became so stark that by the 1920’s they had         

disappeared from the roads. 
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 Today BEV’s have gained ground because of the climate change issue and the fact that the 

majority of the population has subscribed to the notion that BEV’s are clean and green.     Gen-

eral Motors tried to get the modern electric car off the ground back in the 90’s with the EV1. 

It worked very well, but at the time it attracted insufficient devotees to make it      commer-

cially viable and so the plug was literally pulled as the overall cost of maintaining, servicing 

and providing the infrastructure was a financial drain on the company. 

BEV’s have improved and gained reasonable range somewhere in the vicinity of a 10- fold 

improvement over the last 100 years and the infrastructure to charge them has been rolled 

out by the likes of Tesla, Governments and Motoring     associations      e.g. NRMA.     

Governments around the world are pushing them as are the climate change activists on the   

basis that they are clean and green. 

Another electric vehicle that has had little attention is the Hydrogen Electric vehicle (HEV). As 

to why it has had little attention, I will go into later in the article. 

Hydrogen vehicles working on the internal combustion principle have been around in some 

form or other for a very very long time, but not as a commercial product as they were 

plagued with issues including the problem of storing the hydrogen gas within a gas contain- er 

without it leaking out. This aspect has been overcome with the modern hydrogen gas tank and 

the motive force energy has been changed to be derived from a chemical reaction to produce 

electricity to drive electric motors in the same way as used in BEV’s rather than a combustion 

process as was used some 50 years ago. Note there are no magical combustion engine under 

the hood of a contemporary HEV to produce electricity to drive the electric motors. 

Hydrogen vehicles use hydrogen as the energy source and for vehicles currently in      

production, the hydrogen is carried as a high-pressure gas (about 10,000 psi) in a special   

carbon fibre and polymer multi layered container. I do not understand how the issue of gas 

leakage has been achieved but they have done it. With the old method of putting the hydrogen 

gas in a steel cylinder the hydrogen gas would leak through the steel as hydrogen is the   

smallest of all the molecules. 

 

Some Commentary 

BEV cars are heavy, even though they use aluminium and carbon fibre in their construction 

to reduce weight, due to the weight of the battery cells, and the greater the range needed, the 

bigger the battery. In some cases, the weight of the battery could be half the weight of the     

vehicle, so in essence much of the energy of the battery is expended in hauling the battery 

pack and unlike say a petrol car or aircraft where the weight of the energy source (fuel)     

reduces as it is expend- ed, this is not the case with a BEV as the battery weight is the 

same whether fully charged or fully discharged. To illustrate the point a Holden Commodore 

VX weights about 1600kg on average (some models 80kg more and some 80kg less), has a 

75-litre fuel capacity and thus the weight of the fuel (approx. 55kg) when fully fueled,        

contributes approximately 3.4% to the weight of the car. A Tesla model 3 weighs on average 

approximately 1725kg and has an approximately 500kg battery contributing approximately 29% 

of the weight of the vehicle. 

BEV cars need high performance modern batteries to make them viable – they use exotic    

materials referred to as rare earths. The process to mine, extract, process and refine is 

highly carbon emission intensive and highly polluting. The USA was the biggest producer of  
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rare earths up until some 20 years ago when China undercut the USA and almost all other pro-

ducers as the compliance with environmental requirements in China was so much lower than 

were applicable in the USA and other western countries. 

The cost of recycling spent BEV batteries is expensive and currently the majority of batteries 

are sent to land fill. Even China, with the highest BEV production in the world, only currently 

manages to recycle about 10% of its batteries. The more common rate is about 2%. In the next 

five or so years, unless there is a major change, spent batteries will be an environmental nightmare 

as cars currently on the road reach the end of their economic life (the cost of replacing the battery 

versus the value of the car will make it unviable to do so). Just imagine an environmental problem 

in size and scope equivalent to that of used car tyres with a toxicity many many times greater. 

The depletion of the rare earth elements is also an issue of concern. Battery electric car efficiency - 

Unless you have an electricity generating setup using renewables and unattached to the power grid 

you will have to charge the BEV off the grid. In Australia the power in the grid on average consists 

of 54% Coal, 20% Gas, 2% Oil, 9% Solar, 9% Wind and 6% Hydro. The efficiency of turning the 

fossil fuels to electricity is about 35%, 45%, and 38% respectively for coal, gas and oil. 

Transmitting the electricity over the grid is about 94% efficient and could be less if the grid is      

congested. Pumping the electricity into an electric car battery at the other end, say at home using 

the 240V, 15A power supply and getting it to the wheels, causes a further efficiency loss of 12% to 

15%. 

I have already mentioned the issue of much of the energy in a BEV being used to haul the battery 

around. In the end the cumulative inefficiencies are high. The little amount of ‘green’ energy ad-

vantage at the generating end is fritted away through the conversion and transmitting processes. 

Regardless of all this, BEV’s are viewed by many as being clean and green, a perception generat-

ed, pushed by many of the climate change groups and propagated by the media. The reality 

though at best can be described as an optical green illusion. 

 

Blue Hydrogen 

The most common form of hydrogen currently available is produced from gas because the Green 

Hydrogen production 

infrastructure is not as yet widely available. Ideally 100% green hydrogen is the aim (Andrew For-

rest is putting millions into this technology) but blue hydrogen is useful as a transitory process to 

get the hydrogen ball rolling. The same people promoting the BEV as green and clean are so 

against blue hydrogen because of its production from gas and gas being a fossil fuel. 

Yet the same people, and those converted to the belief of clean and green BEV’s fail to consider 

the amount of fossil fuel and inefficiencies of the energy used in BEV’s. 

Thus, the reality is that Blue Hydrogen as a power source for electric vehicles is not too different to 

batteries in electric vehicles when it comes to the respective green credentials. 

 

HEV cars cost more to run than BEV  

that is true currently as there is little in the way of hydrogen infrastructure in both the generating 

and delivery side and thus this infrastructure needs to be built from a zero base and the costs 

amortised through the hydrogen fuel charges. On the other hand, BEV’s have the advantage of 

tagging on to the existing sunk costs of the electricity grid infrastructure built over the last 120+  
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 years and paid for by you and I and previous generations. Having said that, if all the petrol cars, 

trucks and buses on the road today were switched over to BEV’s, the electricity grid would ‘melt’ 

under the load. Thus, a significant take up of BEV’s will demand much greater investment in the 

electricity grid but whether this cost is sheeted home to the BEV user or the average home electrici-

ty user is still to be seen. 

The argument that there is a lack of hydrogen infrastructure to make HEV’s viable is largely true. 

Unfortunately, this is the chicken and the egg issue. Investors will not build the hydrogen charging 

stations unless there are sufficient HEV’s generating the demand. On the other hand, people won’t 

buy a HEV unless there are sufficient hydrogen charging stations.  In the end, the commercial 

transport industry such as the trucking industry, will most likely be the catalyst to drive the invest-

ment into the necessary hydrogen infrastructure and once this occurs, the BEV cars can leverage 

off this investment. After all, if you want to fly to London, you are not going to get there on a battery 

aircraft no matter how good or advanced the batteries may become. 

 

BEV versus HEV  

so where are we now? BEV’s are currently in the lead thanks  to Elon Musk and companies such 

as Toyota, and I should also say General Motors and Musk’s belief in the BEV technology. The 

likes of Musk and Toyota provided the inertia to cause others to get into BEV’s with commitments 

of many billions of dollars to the technology. Notwithstanding the current inertia in BEV’s, HEV’s 

will, in my opinion, come from behind and grab a significant share of the clean energy market be-

cause of the portable power aspect of hydrogen (much like petrol) compared with batteries. 

The battle between batteries and hydrogen can be likened to the DC electricity versus AC electrici-

ty wars at the turn of the 20th century when Edison was locked in a battle with Westinghouse 

where each were pushing their respective technologies. In the end, although Edison had much 

Source: REB Research 
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more DC power infrastructure in place (and thus a vested interest in the DC power technology) 

compared with AC power infrastructure of Westinghouse, AC power became the preferred and de-

fault technology as it was transportable over long distances whereas DC power was not. Having 

said this, BEV’s are unlikely to disappear, but will probably suit the local commute and local travel 

where the battery size can be effectively kept to a realistic size to the task required of it. 

Hydrogen fuel has much more ahead of it be- sides the pressurised gas kept in special tank under 

10,000 psi pressure. Currently in prototype form but not currently commercialised is the Solid Hy-

drogen technology and Hydrogen stored as Ammonia. 

Both of these technologies which apply to the electric vehicle’s platform enable the hydrogen to be 

easily transported and handled. Another technology that is being examined by many car compa-

nies for commercialisation is Hydrogen as a combustible fuel for internal combustion engines. For 

this, the vehicle technology would remain much the same as current ICE vehicles with some 

tweaks, and the fuel used to deliver the motive power will be Hydrogen stored within a vehicle in a 

similar fashion to HEV’s. 

 

Something to ponder 

recently I had need to travel from Canberra to Tamworth and back, a distance of 805km to get the 

last load of Barbies stuff back to Canberra as she had sold her house up there and was waiting for 

settlement. Canberra was not in lock down and neither was Tamworth but most of the LGA’s in be-

tween were. Hence, I could transit through the lockdown LGA’s as long as I did not stop in them. 

With a Colorado Diesel I was able to do this easily as the car had a 1000- kilometre range with no 

need to stop in the Covid infected LGA’s. Where having to do the trip in a BEV, I would not have 

managed to traverse the said LGA’s without stopping and thus either ended up stuck in Tamworth 

(later declared a Hot Spot) or in the Western NSW LGA Hot Spot. In both scenarios it would have 

cost me (and ditto Barbara for her trip) a load of money in having to make my stay in a not so 

pleasant motel. 
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WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD? 

Extract from ‘through the windscreen’ from historic vehicles -               

sent in by Geoff Piddington 

An interesting snippet very much worth the read. -Ed. 

 

I n the early days of the internal combustion engine, petrol (or essence) could only be obtained 

from a chemist.  We have a long way to go before it gets to that point, but it was not that long 

ago that one could buy kerosene and Benzol from your local service station who sold it by the 

drum.  Now kerosene comes in a plastic bottle from Bunnings and Benzol is no longer freely 

available. Geoff. 

Welcome to the February issue of our regular newsletter, from the engine room at his-

toricvehicles.com.au 

We all know the fate of the internal combustion engine in new passenger cars is sealed, which is 

why we value our historic vehicles. 

Well, news has come out of Paris, France where there’s a serious push to get all internal com-

bustion engine motorcycles and scooters off the roads entirely. That’s right, not just stop selling 

them, but to make driving them anywhere in the city limits illegal. 

This fight isn’t about how much carbon spews out of the tailpipes of motorcycles, which is proba-

bly what you’re assuming. Instead, it’s all about noise pollution. Parisians are sick of their city be-

ing loud and many bike and scooter owners have brought this approbation on their own heads by 

pushing out the muffler baffles. 

A noise plan for the City of Paris was presented last October, with 30 actions proposed by city 

administration. However, an initiative sought to collect ideas from regular citizens. One proposal 

which gained a lot of support was the banning of internal combustion engine motorcycles since 

all-electric models produce little to no noise. A total of 944 voted for this proposal and 307 voted 

against it. 
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Already, Paris authorities have been experimenting with sound radars to fight excessive noise 

pollution in the city. Such devices will allow police to pinpoint which motorcycle is emitting more 

decibels than is allowed, then fine the rider. The claim is that noise pollution is leading to serious 

health and economic consequences.  

The European Environment Agency says 16,600 ‘premature deaths’ in Europe are caused by 

noise pollution as well as 72,000 hospitalisations. Yes, everything is a health crisis these days. 

On a brighter note, we’ve been very busy putting more content on the Historic Vehicles website 

since New Year. 

Gibbo came up with some historic photos and history of the Austin Freeway that the motoring 
public never saw and also recorded the history of Freighter Trailers. 

We dug out a couple of early Ford videos and Benz videos that we’ve added to those two brand 

stories and also a couple of International truck film presentations from the time. On the subject of 

Ford, we’ve added a separate brand story on the Lincoln, on the 100th anniversary of the brand’s 

acquisition by Henry Ford. 

We‘re working our way through smaller brands and so we’ve added Australia’s own Buckle to the 

list and added the LandCruiser ute history to WorkingVehicles. 

We heard about a new style of fire extinguisher that’s much easier to stow in historic vehicles and 

needs no maintenance, so we’ve covered that as well. 

Now that the Covid thing seems to be settling a little we’re hopeful of getting out and about once 

more. 

We trust you will ‘enjoy the ride’ through Australia’s automotive past with us during 2022. 

Kind regards, 

Jim Gibson,  Allan Whiting and the Historic Vehicles Team. 
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Melba Motors 

More than 30 years experience 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Melba Motors is a car repair and maintenance business 

with a special interest in British vehicles.  Proprietor 

Mick Wilson is a UK Leyland workshop trained mechanic 

experienced in all aspects of MGs and other British cars 

and can get your vehicles into tip-top shape. 

Mick and the staff carry out general repairs, engine 

rebuilds and fix carburettors.  Melba Motors diagnose 

and fix suspension problems and specialise in small 

welding and rust repairs. 

Transport can be arranged for cars that won’t go.  There 

is a 24 Hour emergency response – get you started or 

tow your car to safety. 

Call Mick on 02 6253 1523 

  

 

  

12 Purdue Street 

Belconnen 
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Pre-war  

Malcolm Robertson (02) 6288 9343 

Brian Oxley  (02) 6281 2351 

 

T Series 

Brian Oxley  (02) 6281 2351 

Peter Dechaineux    (02) 6281 5917 

Kent Brown (02) 6255 4943 

 

Y Series 

Mike Stearn   0418 241 820 

 

MGA 

Mike Stearn   0418 241 820 

 

MGB  

Kent Brown (02) 6255 4943 

 

MGC Roadster  and GT 

Mick O’Brien 0422 536 953 

 

MG RV8 

Simon Braun 0439 607 856 

 

MG Z Magnette 

Vacant   

 

Midget/Sprite 

John Harriott  (02) 6292 8420 

Ian Reid (02) 6231 8959 

 

Modern MGs 

Malcolm Robertson (02) 6288 9343 

Restoration 

Brian Oxley  (02) 6281 2351 

Mike Stearn   (02) 6291 6030 

Malcolm Robertson (02) 6288 9343 

 

Club Trailer 

Laurie Gardiner  (02) 6293 4191  

 

Club Servicing Facility & Tools 

Laurie Gardiner  (02) 6293 4191 

 

Concessional Registration 

Greg Whitfield 0498 107 658 

Kerry McDonald 0422 134 288 

 
 

Help Line 

Club Service Centre:  Our Club has a 
well equipped under-cover service cen-
tre at Budget Storage, 25 Yallourn St 
Fyshwick.  It has all the basic big-tools 
to enable you to do repairs, service and/
or clean your car in a secure area, 24/7.  
Simply contact Club member Nigel 
French (who owns Budget Storage) on 
the number above or 0413 646 321 to 
arrange a time to do the work or just to 
have a look.  The Service Centre and 
use of club tools is free to Club Mem-
bers. 
 
Visit Website 
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Marquet 

Wanted  -  Mk II MGB 

 

Hello 

I am newly retired and currently looking to purchase a 

series 2 MGB. Attempting to relive my youth I suppose. I 

am based in Brisbane but would be very happy to travel 

anywhere on the East Coast to get the right car. 

I wondered if anyone in your club had one for sale or was thinking of selling one and would be 

grateful if you could pass on my details.  

My phone number is 0408 742274, my email is ajlittlefield@gmail.com 

Thank you, 

Alan Littlefield 

Australia's only dedicated MG and British Classic 

Car classifieds web site.  

Developed by an MG enthusiast  

for all MG Classic Car enthusiasts & owners. 

https://bccbss.com.au/ 
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 1954 MG TF 

 

Chassis No:  TF 3963 

Engine No:  XPEG 2660  

Eng Capacity:  1500cc 

Gear Box :  Ford Type 9 All Synchromesh 

Differential:  3.7:1 

CVS REG:  05225E (Expiry 25AUG22) 

This vehicle was purchased by the current owner in February 1971.   The mechanical condition 

of the car is very good.  The hood and tonneau are operational and in fair condition.   The body 

and mudguards are all metal.   The paint work is in fair condition. 

For the last 11 years the car has been maintained by “CLASSIC CAR Repair Centre”.    

The vehicle is currently insured with SHANNONS; Policy Number SCM014120559.   

 Vehicle Specifications: 

• XPEG 1500cc engine (the cylinder head is fitted with hardened valve seats); 

• Ford Type 9 All Synchromesh gearbox: 

• The original Diff housing is fitted with a 3.7:1 CWP giving a cruising speed in fourth gear of 

80kph at 2,500 RPM and100kph at 3,000 RPM; 

• Stainless steel liner in the Master cylinder; 

• Negative earth Dynator; 

• Electronic Ignition and LED headlights; 

•  Dual electric fuel pumps with a change over 

switch; 

• USB electrical supply in both glove boxes, for GPS 

and phone chargers; 

• Key start ignition switch; and 

• Seat Belts 

The car was displayed at the MGCC National Easter Meeting at Ulverstone Tasmania in 2018; 

self driving to Melbourne and catching the ferry to Devonport, a tour of the East Coast and return 

to Sydney.  It is a good highway cruising vehicle.  The car disembarked at Port Melbourne at 

07:00AM and arrived at Concord at 18:30PM. 

Location:  Breakfast Point, Sydney.   

Price:  $44,000.00 

Contact: Stewart McAlister 

bsmcalister@bigpond.com; 0419 214 585 


